Spheres Of Ligh
Full Moon in Leo — 29th January 202

Full Moon In Leo (29/1/21 6:16am
Our rst Full Moon for 2021 is in Leo, a vibrant re sign that is ruled by the Sun and is outgoing,
affectionate… and just like the Lion exudes warm-hearted courage. When the Moon is in LEO we are
guided to connect deeply into our soul and unearth our passions. What creatively inspires you and
brings you the greatest emotional ful llment?
Our Moon is re ecting the light of the Sun in Aquarius, an air sign that is ruled by Uranus and weaves
qualities of humanitarian pursuits, pioneering skills & can be very rebellious in nature. When our Moon is
in Leo, re ecting the Sun in Aquarius – these two create quite an intense, yet deeply uplifting
resonances.
We are guided– from a place of self-love rather than ego. Basically, Leo Full Moons
implore you to have the courage to OWN YOURSELF. Believe in yourself. Trust in the miracle of life &
the guidance of your SOUL

The Watcher
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This year we will be learning about Ceremonial Magick and the Watchers. Ceremonial magic (ritual
magic, high magic or learned magic) usually encompasses a wide variety of elaborate, and complex
rituals of magic. The works included are characterised by ceremony and numerous requisite accessories
to aid the practitioner. Ceremonial Magick draws on such schools of philosophical and occult thought as

Hermetic Qabalah, Enochian magic, Thelema, Luciferian and the magic of various grimoires. Ceremonial
magic is part of Hermeticism and Western esotericism
The name Watcher, or Grigori, means, “Those Who Watch”,” Those Who Are Awake”, or “The Ones Who
Never Sleep”. They are described as angels sent to earth in order to watch over and assist mankind
during the inauguration of society. They were to monitor humanity, lending a helping hand, but not being
intrusive into the course of humanity’s growth. Of course, things went a bit haywire and the Watchers
started to co mingle with women and their offspring were giants named the Nephilim which caused much
destruction, so the story goes. Eventually, the great ood destroyed the giants including every other
living thing on the earth
Today, we view The Watchers as spirit guides/angels or Egregore (also spelled egregor; from French
égrégore, from Ancient Greek egrḗgoros 'wakeful') they are distinct non-physical entity that arises from a
collective group of people. More contemporarily, the concept has referred to a psychic manifestation, or
thoughtform, occurring when any group shares a common motivation—being made up of, and
in uencing, the thoughts of the group.
The Watchers will come to you in a form that is unique to you. They will share their wisdom and
knowledge if you show them respect and reverence

Lucifer – The Watche
Lucifer will be playing a major role in our rituals throughout the year and we will be introducing a guest
Watcher at each full moon ritual commencing from February
“Lucifer” literally means Lightbringer, Light bearer, Bringer of Dawn, Shining One, or Morning Star. The
word has no other meaning. Historically and astronomically, the term “Morning Star” has always been
applied to the planet Venus. The meaning of the Latin word Lucifer, in Greek is phosphorus. Red is also
the colour for the chemical called “phosphorus” that is within our own blood. Phosphorus is a chemical
that is white and becomes red when it is heated. It is the light bringer, and one may say the Lord of our
blood that can bring us heaven or hell.
Lucifer is a being that brings out enlightenment in those who truly seek it. He is not external power that
hands out knowledge so much as one who assists a seeker in bringing it out of themselves
Lucifer is a Watcher, he is the spirit of Intellectual Enlightenment and Freedom of Thought – he is
metaphorically the guiding beacon, which helps man to nd his way through the rocks and sandbanks of
Life, for Lucifer is the LOGOS in his highest, and the “Adversary” in his lowest aspect – both of which are
re ected in our Ego
Balance is also a signi cant component of the concept of Lucifer. He is both spiritual and carnal, as are
humans. He is moderation over extremes. He is both the light and the darkness, as you cannot have one
without the other, and there are lessons to be learned from both

The Ritua
CLEANSING / BANISHING
Before moving into the circle we will stand behind our chairs, feet slightly apart, arms to our side. We will
connect to re at the core of the earth, bringing it up through our feet moving it through our bodies/
chakras with the intent to cleanse our bodies, mind and spirit of any negativity and blockages. We will
then move the re into our astral bodies cleansing and removing negativity. We will then move the re
into the hall circulating the re throughout the hall cleansing it of any negativity
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The person hosting the circle to walk the circle three times cleansing the space with Frankincense
saying, By the power of the Dragons may this circle be blessed, cleansed and sancti ed

Face South and say: See the Gatekeeper as a representation of death, birth and manifestation.
Sense the gure’s groundedness, fertility, materiality, potential, and stillness
Gatekeeper of South and Eart
Bringer of Magic, Faith, Occult knowledg
Bless this circle with your presence
We humbly seek your guidance and protection this nigh
Hail and Welcom

EAST - YELLOW - AI
Face East and say: Feel the lightness and the ow of air from the Gatekeeper. Sense the
crispness and the clarity and inspiration that air embodies. Fill the Gatekeeper before you with all
of the qualities of air-ness.
Gatekeeper of East and Ai
Bringer of Wisdom, Eloquence, Inspiration
Bless this circle with your presenc
We humbly seek your guidance and protection this nigh
Hail and Welcome

NORTH - RED - FIR
Face North and say: See the ames emanating from the Gatekeeper. Sense the heat radiating
around you. Fill the Gatekeeper before you with all the qualities of re
Gatekeeper of North and Fir
Bringer of Nobility, Power, Enthusias
Bless this circle with your presenc
We humbly seek your guidance and protection on this nigh
Hail and Welcome

WEST - BLUE - WATE
Face West and say: See the Gatekeeper encapsulated in water. Sense the Gatekeeper’s
connective energies and intuitive senses expanding around the circle.
Gatekeeper of West and Wate
Bringer of the Unconscious Mind, Intuition and Emotio
Bless this circle with your presenc
We humbly seek your guidance and protection on this nigh
Hail and Welcome

.
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Walk the circle clockwise with wand/athame and say, The circle is cast and we are now between
worlds
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SOUTH - GREEN - EART

 


 


 


The person hosting will ring bell before and after each quarter call. Everyone will project hand with
aming violet pentagram for each quarter call. Each person opening the quarter will say the
description of the Gatekeeper out aloud so people can fully connect to each Gatekeeper

 


 


 


 


OPENING THE QUARTER

Hail to the Light Bringer! Hail to Lucifer
Hail to He who rides the Dawn!
To the Great Shining One I now call!
I call on you to open the gates to the Path of the Drago
Reveal to us secrets lost and forgotten
The Wisdom of the Watchers
I welcome you in my Hear
Show me the keys to your Stellar Gates My Lor
And guide me on the paths of Limitless Powe
Hail & Welcom

Lucifer Meditatio
We begin this meditation with breath, breath is the power of the Solar Plexus, the power of our core, the
power of our radiance. The solar plexus is the core of our power, and it is from the solar plexus the
power is raised within us. Take a deep breath in, breathe deeply into your core. Breathe into your solar
plexus and hold your breath. Hold the sacred power that is in you, the seat of your soul. Now release.
Release your stress and anxiety from your body. Release all doubt and fear. Take another deep breath
in, breathe deeply, you will begin to feel the energies stir within you. Now release, exhale all negativity
and blockages.
Feel your core power rising up within you, feel your vibration rising to new levels until you feel you are
soaring to new heights of enlightenment. You will now enter a state of peace and tranquillity and you are
now ready to meet with Lucifer the Light Bringer.
Feel your body becoming a beam of light, feel yourself drifting away to a safe place, to the sacred Tower
of the Morning Light. You are ready to respond to the call of Lucifer
You feel lighter and a stronger sense of drifting away. You drifter deeper into the dark void. Deeper into
the darkness of the unknown. As you drift you notice a blanket of darkness wrapped around you. It
comforts you, it cradles you and it protects you.
Within the darkness there is a small beam of light, it is the light of the morning star. Follow the light to the
Tower of Lucifer. It is now time to follow the path of inner truth, of your inner radiance. From the darkness
you shall rise triumphant
With the rising of the morning star we stand tall and in our power as we are guided to the sacred tower.
Go with the shifting energies, the realm has shifted and a new pathway has been divined. The way has
been revealed, you have been accepted and welcomed
You now see a de nite path, the path is leading up a hill, the path is lined with blood red roses. Keep
walking up to the top of the hill. You see the Tower of the morning light rises above you. Take a moment
to observe the tower, the morning sun is rising and it’s rays radiate the tower in shades of brilliant gold
and silver. Notice all the details, what does the tower look like? As you get closer to the Tower you hear
whispers in your mind, you get ashes of images the closer you get to the door of the tower.
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Lucifer is reaching out to you, lling your mind with messages of light. You are now at the door and
beyond the door is a ight of stairs leading up to the top of the tower. The morning light shines down to
light your way. Take notice of the decorations on the walls as you move up. They tell the story of the
Watchers and how they assisted human kind. As you reach the top of the tower you stand there and you
see that Lucifer is waiting for you. Behind him you see the rising sun, illuminating the landscape around
the tower, you see Lucifer illuminated by the Morning Light. Lucifer, the Light Bringer has some
information he wishes to share with you. Take your time and listen to his wisdom, do not be afraid to ask
questions about your path. When it is time I will call you back

 


 


THE INVOCATION OF LUCIFE

As you move down the path you suddenly feel yourself being projected through the darkness, through
the void until you nd yourself sitting back on your chair. Take a deep breath through your solar plexus
and think about the wisdom that has been given to you. When you are ready bring yourself fully back
into your body, wriggling your ngers and toes and opening your eyes.

Spell to Initiate SOL into the Light of Lucifer
What you need
• Sigil of Lucife
• Tea light
• A Torch with bright ligh

Arrange the teal lights around the sigil of Lucife
Place the torch in upright position in the centre of the sigil with the
light shining to the ceilin
Everyone stand and concentrate on breathing through their solar
plexus.

Hold the Frankincense over the lights saying
Oh Great Shining one, connect us tonight to the Morning Light and to your Wisdo
Let the light shine within u
Let us be the beacon to light the wa
Guide us on the paths of Limitless Power
Everyone take a deep breath and feel your core power rising up within you, feel your vibration rising to
new levels until you feel you are soaring to new heights of enlightenment.
Now take up the torch and say to each person I am the holder of the Light of Lucifer, take the light
within you and become one with the Great Shining One.
Take the torch and shine the light into everyone’s solar plexus. Say to each person You now have the
light of Lucifer within you.
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Everyone takes on more deep breath feeling the energy pulsating within their solar plexus and then
release the breath and the spell is done

.


 


 


It is now time to return, thank Lucifer for his wise words of advice. He is with you now on this journey. He
blesses you and gives you a gift of a blood red rose. We walks down the stairs with you and we you
reach the bottom he opens the door. When you need to seek his counsel, his door is always open to
you

LUCIFER CLOSIN
Hail to the Light Bringer! Hail to Lucifer
Thank you for revealing to us secrets lost and forgotten,
The Wisdom of the Watchers.
Thank you for showing us the keys to your Stellar Gates My Lor
And guiding us on the paths of Limitless Powe
Hail & Farewel

CLOSE THE QUARTER
WEST - WATE
Gatekeeper of West and Wate
Bringer of the Unconscious Mind, Intuition and Emotio
Thank you for your presence and protection tonigh
Hail and Farewell

NORTH - FIR
Gatekeeper of North and Fir
Bringer of Nobility, Power, Enthusias
Thank you for your presence and protection tonigh
Hail and Farewel

EAST - AI
Gatekeeper of East and Ai
Bringer of Wisdom, Eloquence, Inspiration
Thank you for your presence and protection tonigh
Hail and Farewel

SOUTH - EART
Gatekeeper of South and Eart
Bringer of Magic, Faith, Occult knowledg
Thank you for your presence and protection tonigh
Hail and Farewel
Person who is hosting the ritual says
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By the power of the Dragons this ritual has ended and the circle is now open.
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Ritual Closin
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Photos from the Sydney ritual

